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ABSTRACT 
 

The present study was conducted to analyze connection betweenscientific products and Empowerment 
components among faculty membersof PNU units and centers in Kerman province. This study iscorrelation- 
descriptive type and statistical society of it includesall faculty members of PNU in Kerman province from 1390 
to 1391, theywere 107.85 of them were chosen by hierarchical random sampling as statisticalsamples. Device of 
data gathering includes Spreitzer empowermentquestionnaires, 15 questions were in form of packaged answers 
withLikert five-option spectrum.Results showed that there is a connection between empowermentcomponents 
that means job significance, job qualification,independence and right to choose in job affairs, sense of impact 
injob and reliance on colleagues and scientific products of facultymembers of Kerman PNU. However, increase 
in empowerment of professorswill lead to increase in scientific products. 
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Introduction 

 
The most important element of productivity in 

society is humanresources. There is no doubt that 
development of each society ishidden in growth and 
improvement of human resources. One of 
theconcepts of human resource development is 
empowerment of employees [1]. Empowerment is 
almost a new concept. This concept first was offered 
insocial and human science but now entered many 
sciences and other partslike education. 
Empowerment is a multi-dimensional concept and 
wasdefined based on understanding and beliefs of 
employees towards theirrole in their job and their 
organization and gas various psychologicalstates 
such as sense of competence, sense of impact, 
autonomy andsense of significance in job [2]. The 
term Empowerment refers to involvement of 
employees which had beencommon since 1980s [3]. 
Empowerment is a structurewhich stems from many 
fields and courses like psychology, 
economy,education, social movement studies and 
organizations [4]. Rapaport assumes empowerment a 
mixture that joins personal power andcompetence 
[5], also Billy thinks that the wayempowerment is 

defined, depends on an especial person or 
conditionwhich projects and programs involve in 
it.Empowerment means giving power that means we 
should help others toimprove their self-esteem and 
overcome their disabilities andweaknesses, evoke 
energy for activities and mobilize inner 
motivationsin people to do their duties [6]. Tomas 
and welthouse [7] in an article named" cognitive 
elements ofempowerment; an analytical pattern of 
job inner motivation", assumedpsychological 
empowerment a multi-dimensional concept and 
defined itas an inner motivation process. By 
accomplishing Conger and Canongomotivation 
pattern (1998), they don't consider empowerment just 
anelement to increase motivation but know it as an 
element to increasework inner motivation and they 
offered a more complete psychologicalempowerment 
as a collection of cognitive fields for motivation 
whichapart from self-efficacy, includes three other 
cognitive fieldsincluding; autonomy (right to 
choose), significance and effectivenessand ultimately 
assumes them in its pattern based on 
cognitiveprocesses.In other words, Tomas and 
Welthouse (1990) offered a cognitive modelfor 
psychological empowerment which was like work of 
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Conger andConengo [8] (1988) with motivational 
structure.They identified four dimensions for 
empowerment, including; sense ofimpact, 
competence, significance and autonomy. 
Psychologicalempowerment is an attempt to identify 
organizational members which isimportant for 
joining management efforts for inner motivation of 
itsmembers with organizational effectiveness [9]. 
Spreitzer (1999) defined psychological 
empowerment of employees asmental experiences of 
individuals from empowerment which is based 
onrecognition of the individuals concerning their 
work oriented role. Rayan and Deci (2000)[10], 
consider autonomy as apsychological sense of 
need.Agng and Deci (2005) [11] believed that 
autonomy includes activities thatare along with 
freedom and experience of right to 
choose.Effectiveness or accepting personal 
implications is a stage that theperson can be effective 
in strategic, official and operational resultsof job 
[12].Effectiveness is opposite of incapability in 
effectiveness. Sense of impact is a feeling through 
which the person can go tostrategies, management 
solutions, implications and job results [13], in this 
way the person has chance to act [14].Being 
significant is related to receive value from tasks 
andjob-oriented actions. Apple Bom and Hunger 
(1998) [15]believe that sense of significance is a 
chance that individual feelthey have important job 
goals and they feel they pursue a specificvalue, they 
feel moving on a road in which their time and power 
isimportant.Tomas and Welthouse (1990) [16] also 
mentioned that meaningfulness meansvalue of job 
goals and inner personal interest to job, 
empowerment isrelated to reliance. Reliance creates 
an environment for empowermentand itself needs 
values such as solidarity and maturity [17].Reliance 
refers to relations of Elite and Subordinates (reliance 
ofmanager to employees and vise versa). Reliance 
also relates tointerest, competence, openness and 
trust to others[18].Studies showed that organizations 
which considered empowerment ofemployees, 
reached various advantages such as better feeling 
ofemployees, friendly relations with clients, group 
support, creating preference in 
organizationalcompetition, more independence, 
power of decision making, increasingfeeling of 
partnership and belonging, increasing commitment 
andreducing operational costs and increasing 
productivity [19].From the other point, we can say 
that empowerment causes highconfidence, 
cooperation and partnership, prepares 
educationalopportunities for personal growth and 
development and will bring moresuccess.When 
people feel empowered in theirworkplace, positive 
results willappear and their hyperactive behaviors 
will change to moreeffectiveness in their job.Tomas 
and Welthouse (1990) considered empowerment as 
the process ofinner motivation for duties which 
through constant improvement willincrease operation 

of groups and individuals and will be effective on 
duties and operations of organizations. The term 
Empowerment becamecommon since 1980s, and is a 
structure that connects personal powerand 
competence of individuals.Empowerment means job 
independence and more freedom, being 
responsiblefor taking decisions, self- control in doing 
different tasks [20]. In other words, empowerment 
refers to delegating power toemployees for taking 
important decisions in organization. 
Generallyempowerment falls into two categories: 

1. Direct: this method includes delegating more 
responsibility forindividuals in teams to administer 
and manage their duties andpartnership in taking 
decisions (like programs for constantimprovement 
and broad quality control). 

2. Indirect: in this method, presence in the group 
is the thing whichmatters. This method includes all 
parts and aspects [21].In 1998, Congaroo and Congo 
took the major step to describeempowerment. They 
believed that empowerment should be based 
onmotivational processes of human forces. Later 
Tomas and Walyhouseoffered operational definitions 
for empowerment [22]. 

They offered four dimensions for capable 
employees, we described thembelow: 

1. Sense of competence: empowered 
employees feel they have enoughcompetence to have 
necessary capabilities for doing their duties. 

2. Sense of self-determination: when 
individuals feel self-organized,instead of doing 
things by force or leaving them, they like 
doingvoluntary activities . 

3. Sense of meaning: the employee feels 
meaningful and followsimportant and valuable job 
goals and organization's targets areimportant to him 
or her, this relates to ideals standards of theperson . 

4. Sense of impact: the power if impact on 
results means the belief ofperson in a specific time 
period about his capabilities in favor ofdesirable 
changes. This feeling causes individuals to affect 
strategicresults and implications and make changes 
.Universities and educational institutes try to catch 
national andinternational standards, scientific 
developments, success of students,compatibility with 
environment and controlling it, for this they 
facegrowing challenges. Because of this, there is a 
lot of emphasis onteaching processes, investigation 
and other roles and duties ofuniversity 
professors.There is also emphasis on keeping quality 
of universities andachieving results of faculty 
investigational operations [23]. 

Also due to development of information 
technology,communication and its functions and 
since it has deep influence onvarious dimensions of 
human life such as education, the effect 
ofinformation technology is important and prone to 
study because of newgolden chances and also due to 
organizational challenges, higheducation is one of 
the most important social systems and 
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sinceuniversities have important role in producing 
and expanding knowledge,they from the parts that 
strongly can be influenced by informationtechnology 
and communications.Theoretical framework of this 
study in empowerment section adaptedfrom Tomas 
and Welthouse. These people based on psychological 
elementsassumed empowerment as identifying inner 
forces of human.Tomas and Welthouse offered 4 
dimensions; including: sense ofcompetence, self-
determination and sense of impact for employees. 
Thisstudy analyzes connection of above mentioned 
dimensions and scientificproductions of faculty 
members. 
 
Methodology: 

 
The method of this study is descriptive-

cooperation type. Statisticalsociety includes all 
faculty members of PNU in Kerman province 
since2010 – 2012 which included 107 people, 54 
men, 53 women.  From thiscrowd, based on Kerjis 
and Morgan table, 86 people were chosen 
byhierarchical random sampling method based on 
density of statisticalsociety.Used devices include; 
questionnaire of Spreitzer's job empowerment(1995) 
and questionnaire of assessment of scientific 
products.Spreitzer's job empowering questionnaire 
has five components (sense ofcompetence, self-
determination in job, independence and autonomy 
injob, sense of impact, sense of meaning, sense of 
reliance oncolleagues) and 15 questions in form of 
packaged answer with Likert'sfive-option spectrum 
(definitely agree, agree, I have no ideas, Idisagree, 

and definitely disagree), which in turn took points of 
1,2,3,4,5 .Accuracy of questionnaire by Spreitzer 
(1995) reported to be 85% andstability of it was 
88%. Also Hasanzade (2009) calculated 
stabilitycoefficient by Kronbakh Alfa Coefficient, 
the coefficient reported tobe 92%.In the present 
study, to assess stability of questionnaire, after 
aprimary study and determining variance of 
questionnaire, it wascalculated by Kronbakh Alfa 
Coefficient, the coefficient reported tobe 
91%.Stability coefficient for components of 
competence, autonomy andindependence, impact, 
meaningfulness of job and sense of reliance inturn 
was: 84%, 89%, 87%, 86%, 85%.The questionnaire 
of scientific products also included 12 questionswith 
answers which distributed among faculty members. 
81 (95%) ofquestionnaires sent back and calculated 
by SPSS software. Results indescriptive statistic 
level (frequency, percentage, average, variance)and 
inferred statistics ( Regression coefficient and 
correlationcoefficient) were analyzed. 
 
Findings: 

 
In this study, the present data from measured 

devices were analyzed.Findings offered through 
hypothesis to analyze data, apart fromstatistical 
indicators such as frequency and percentages, we 
usedstatistical methods like correlation coefficient 
test and Regressioncoefficient. 
 
Descriptive Findings: 

 
Table 1: Frequency distribution of number of articles offered in inner seminars 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency percentage 

With no article 7 6.8 
1 or 2 articles 27 3.33 
3 or 5 articles 18 2.22 
6 or 8 articles 10 3.12 
9 or 11 articles 7 64.8 
12 article or more 12 81.14 
total 81 100 

by faculty members (about 1/3 of them), have offered 1 or 2 articlesin inner seminars. 
 

Table 2: Frequency distribution of number of articles offered in seminars outof country by faculty members. 
Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

With no article 55 9.67 
1 or 2 articles 14 3.17 
3 or 4 articles 6 40.7 
5 or 6 articles 3 70.3 
8 or 10 articles 3 70.3 
Total 81 100 

Based on data of the table and results, most faculty members (more than halfof them) haven't offered any articles in seminars out of country. 
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Table 3: Frequency distribution of published or accepted scientific–investigations in and out of country by faculty members 
Statistical indicators amount In country Out o f country   
 Frequency Percentage Frequency percentage 
With no article 27 3.33 47 58 
1 or 2 articles 31 2.38 22 1.29 
3 or 4 articles 16 8.19 4 9.4 
5 or 6 articles 4 5 4 9.4 
8 or 7 articles 2 5.2 1 2.1 
9 article or more 1 2.1 3 6.3 
Total 81 100 81 100 

Based on results, 3.82% of faculty members published 1 or 2 articles,while just about 1/3 of faculty members (33.3%) haven't offered 
anyscientific-investigational articles. Also 58.5% of faculty memberswhich is half of them, haven't published any articles in magazines outif 
Iran. 

 
Table 4: Frequency distribution of number of scientific-investigationalarticles which published or accepted by faculty members: 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

With no article 46 8.56 
1articles 16 8.19 
2 articles 13 16 
3articles 6 4.7 
Total 81 100 

As we have seen, 56.8% of faculty members that is more than half ofthem, haven't offered any scientific – extension articles. 
 

Table 5: Frequency distribution of number of scientific –revising articleswhich published or accepted by faculty members: 
Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

With no article 58 6.71 
1articles 12 8.14 
2 articles 4 9.4 
3articles 4 9.4 
4 article 2 5.2 
6 article 1 2.1 
Total 81 100 

Based on data of the table, 71.6% of faculty members haven't publishedany scientific-revising articles yet. 
 
Table 6: Frequency distribution of number of investigational projects offaculty members which approved by PNU; 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

With no plan 17 21 
One plan 20 7.24 
Two plan 20 7.24 
3 plan 4 9.4 
4 plan 8 9.9 
5 plan 7 6.8 
6 plan to more 5 2.6 
Total 81 100 

Based on results, most faculty members have done one or twoinvestigational projects. 
 
Table 7: Frequency distribution of number of not approved investigationalprojects which have been done in PNU by faculty members; 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

With no plan 60 1.74 
One plan 10 3.12 
Two plan 5 2.6 
3 plan 2 5.2 
4 plan 2 5.2 
5 plan 2 5.2 
Total 81 100 

Based on results, 74.1% of faculty members haven’t done any projectsout of university. 
 
Table 8: Frequency distribution of number of written books related touniversity based methods by faculty members; 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

Without book 64 79 
One book 10 3.12 
Two book 5 2.16 
3 book 2 5.2 
Total 81 100 
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Based on results, 71% of faculty members haven't published any booksrelated to university lessons yet. 
 
Table 9: Frequency distribution of number of written and translated books whichare not related to topics of university lessons by faculty  
             members: 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

Compilation translation   

 frequency percentage frequency percentage 
Without book 76 8.93 79 5.97 
One book 5 2.6 2 5.2 
Total 81 100 81 100 

As we can see, 93.8% of faculty members haven't published any booksand only 6.2% of them have published some books that aren't related 
totopics of university lessons. Also 97.5% of faculty members haven'ttranslated any books and only 2.5% of them published translated 
books. 
 
Table 10: Frequency distribution of number of translated books with topicsrelated to PNU topics done by faculty members: 

Statistical indicators 
amount 

frequency Percentage 

Without book 74 4.91 
One book 6 4.7 
3 book 1 2.1 
Total 81 100 

Based on results, 91.4% of faculty members haven't translated anybooks related to topics of PNU. 
 
Table 11: Frequency distribution of amount of faculty members' skills in Englishlanguage, computer, and Internet: 

Statistical 
indicators 

English 
language 

computer internet    

 frequency Percentage frequency Percentage frequency Percentage 
Excellent 3 7.3 8 9.9 10 3.12 
Good 36 4.44 35 2.43 43 1.53 
Average 32 5.39 36 5.2 26 1.32 
Weak 10 3.12 2 5.2 2 5.2 
Very weak 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Total 81 100 81 100 81 100 

 
Based on data of the table, most faculty 

members' skill in English isgood and average. Also 
most faculty members' skills in using Internetis good 
and their skill in computer is between good and 
average. 
 
Deductive findings of the investigation: 

 
In this part, findings have been offered based on 

hypothesis of theinvestigation in tables (4-28) to (4-
35). At first, the hypothesis ofnormal distribution of 
statistical society through Calmagrouf-Smirnofin 
tables (4-12) has been analyzed.

 
 
Table 12: Results of Calmagrouf-Smirnof are based on normal distribution of society. 

Questionnaire k-s-z Sense of meaning 
Job empowerment 0.89 0.32 

 
Based on results of this table, and since the 

amount ofCalmagrouf-Smirnof in empowerment 
questionnaire is between +1.96 and-1.96 and with 
assurance coefficient of 95%, we can accept the 

normalhypothesis of society distribution.Main 
hypothesis of the investigation: There is a connection 
betweenjob empowerment and scientific productions 
of PNU faulty members inKerman province. 

 
Table 13: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection between jobempowerment with scientific productions of PNU faculty  
                members inKerman province. 

Source  Frequency r Sense of 
meaning 

Job empowerment with scientific production of faculty members 81 49.0 001.0 
 
Based on results, the observed r in p<0/05 level, 

shows a positive andsignificant correlation between 
job empowerment with scientificproductions of 
faculty members in Kerman province.In other words, 
job empowerment improves scientific productions of 

PNUfaculty members in Kerman province.First 
hypothesis of the study:There is a connection 
between sense of meaning component andscientific 
productions of PNU faculty members in Kerman 
province.
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Table 14: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection betweensense of meaning component of job and scientific productions  
                offaculty members in PNU in Kerman province: 

Source Frequency r Sense of 
meaning 

Sense of meaning in job with scientific productions of facultymembers 81 33.0 003.0 
Based on results, the observed r for p<0/05 level shows a positive andsignificant connection between sense of meaning component 
andscientific productions of faculty members of PNU in Kerman province.In other words, sense of meaning component of job leads to 
scientificproductions of faculty members.Second hypothesis of the investigation:There is a connection between job competence components 
withscientific productions of PNU faculty members in Kerman province. 
 
Table 15: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection betweencomponents of job competence with scientific productions of  
                PNUfaculty members in Kerman province: 

Source Frequency r Sense of meaning 
Competence component and scientific productions of faculty members inKerman 
province 

81 24.0 001.0 

Based on results, the observed r in p<0/05 level shows a positive andsignificant connection between sense of competence component 
withscientific productions of PNU faculty members in Kerman province.In other words, sense of competence component will increase 
scientificproductions of faculty members.Third hypothesis of the study:There is a connection between component of autonomy and right 
ofhaving choice regarding job and other job-oriented tasks withscientific productions of PNU faculty members in Kerman province. 

 
Table 16: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection betweenindependence and right of choice component in job-oriented  
                tasks withscientific productions of PNU faculty members in Kerman province; 

Source Frequency r Sense of 
meaning 

Autonomy and right of choice with scientific productions 81 17.0 13.0 
Based on results, the observed r in p<0.05 level doesn't show asignificant correlation between independence component and right ofchoice 
in job-oriented tasks with scientific productions of PNUfaculty members in Kerman province.Fourth hypothesis of the investigation:There is 
a connection between senses of impact with scientificproductions of PNU faculty members in Kerman province. 
 
Table 17: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection betweensenses of impact component in job with scientific productions  
               offaculty members of PNU in Kerman province. 

Source Frequency r Sense of meaning 
Sense of impact in job and scientific products of faculty members 81 36.0 001.0 

Based on results, the observer r for level p<0.05 shows a positive andsignificant correlation between the component of sense of impact injob 
with scientific productions of faculty members of PNU in Kermanprovince.In other words, component of sense of impact in job causes 
facultymembers' scientific productions to b increased.Fifth hypothesis of the investigation:There is a connection between components of 
reliance on colleagueswith scientific productions of faculty members of PNU in Kermanprovince. 
 
Table18: Results of Pearson correlation coefficient and connection betweencomponents of reliance on colleagues with scientific  
                productions offaculty members of PNU in Kerman province: 

Source Frequency r Sense of 
meaning 

Component of reliance on colleagues in job and scientific productionsof faculty 
members 

81 33.0 003.0 

Based on results, the observed r for level p<o/05, shows a positiveand significant correlation between component of reliance oncolleagues 
with scientific productions of faculty members of PNU inKerman province.In other words, by increasing reliance among faculty members, 
we canexpect scientific productions to be increased. 
 
Table 19: Results of Regression coefficient of net weights and gross weights ofscientific productions of faculty members of PNU with  
                component of jobempowerment: 

Source Criteria 
fault 

Regression 
coefficient 

value t Determination 
coefficient 

Sense of 
meaning 

Competence in job 1 36.0 28.4 20.0 001.0 
Autonomy and right of choice in job 
and other states 

87.0 02.0 09.0 06.0 93.0 

Sense of impact in job 12.0 56.0 49.13 20.0 001.0 
Sense of meaning in job 13.0 59.0 83.17 20.0 001.0 
Reliance on colleagues 08.0 35.0 14.4 20.0 001.0 

 
As we can see, scientific productions are under 

the influence of alljob empowerment components 
except independence in job (competence injob, being 
effective, being meaningful, and reliance on 
colleagues)and can stay in Regression equation. 
Determining coefficient showsthat 20% of grades of 
PNU faculty members' scientific productions 
inKerman province are under influence of 
components such as: competencein job, 

effectiveness, meaningfulness and reliance on 
colleagues. 
 
Discussion And Conclusion: 

 
Based on performed analysis in this study, we 

can deduce that there isa connection between job 
empowerment and scientific productions offaculty 
members of PNU in Kerman province.This 
correlation is based on positive direction. If faculty 
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membersfeel competent, independent, useful, and 
meaningful in their job andif they feel they have the 
right of choice and if they can rely oncolleagues, 
there will be a safe and effective environment for 
them towork in.Various studies such as studies 
conducted by Mollahosseni & Arsalan (2009) [24], 
Abdollahi (2004), Zeinab (2000)[25], 
Sibert, et.al (2001), Chen,et.al (2007), Mateo 
(2008)[26], reported that; job empowerment causes 
themto pursue more purposeful efforts for the 
organization.It seems that in educational 
organizations (such as universities), theperson will 
try more to achieve scientific productions and 
success ininvestigational sections because they will 
pursue much effort toachieve personal and group 
success.Results of data showed that partnership of 
professors in scientificproductions in national and 
international levels was very weak (33/3%have about 
1 or 2 articles in inner seminars, 67/9% had no 
articles inforeign seminars, 33.3% had no scientific-
investigational articles,38.2% had 1 or 2 articles, 
58% had no scientific-investigationalarticles out of 
Iran, 56/8% had no articles in propagation 
magazines,71/6% had no articles in revising 
scientific magazines, 21% had noinvestigational 
plans approved by university and 74/1% had 
noinvestigational plans out if university, 79% had no 
book regardingtopics of university lessons and 
93/8% were without irrelevant booksto topics of 
university lessons.We can conclude that level of   job 
empowerment of PNU in Kermanprovince is very 
low and it is required that scientific level offaculty 
members should be improved through classes, 
educational andinvestigational workshops, so that 
they reach the right sense ofcompetence and 
reliance.Results of connection between senses of 
meaning in job with scientificproductions of PNU in 
Kerman province show a positive and 
significantcorrelation among them.In other words, 
having faith in their job and considering it 
importantand valuable will have more effect to 
achieve success for themselvesand university. Tomas 
and Welthouse (1990) believe that sense ofmeaning 
in job will lead to positive conceptualization of 
values andtargets of the organizations and encounter 
organizations with jobstandards and form a positive 
attitude along with reality towards joband 
organization in employees.Sandra (2001), also 
believes that sense of meaning in job is a 
goodstrategy to direct individuals towards targets. 
Also Abdollahi (2003) in his study showed that 
empowerment of employees will lead toincrease in 
psychological compatibility. Because they will have 
apositive attitude in their job. This is the thing which 
is veryessential for PNU, so that faculty members 
can educate empowered andcompetent 
students.Results of connection between job 
competence and scientificproductions of PNU faculty 
members show a positive and significantcorrelation. 
If faculty members of PNU have achievements 

likesufficient skills for teaching and class 
management, conformitybetween ability and 
assigned work, assurance towards abilities 
andtalents, then we can expect them to perform more 
attempts forscientific and investigational tasks and 
cause themselves anduniversity to be 
successful.Universities need those who apart from 
scientific abilities have theskill to teach and transfer 
information to others. The study conductedby Zeinab 
(1999), emphasized that confidence and personal 
disciplineamong faculty members will lead them to 
fulfill their scientific needsby being active in 
investigation part and offer the best operation 
byspecial confidence.Also Sibert and Ghahharan 
(2004), Chen, et al (2007) in their studiesreferred to 
this issue that sense of empowerment will cause the 
personto show an effective operation of 
him/her.Mateo (2008), reported that education and 
award are two important andeffective components on 
empowerment and believe that if individualsget 
reward of their creative and effective acts, they will 
have moresense of competence.The results of data 
analysis regarding connection between 
independencecomponent and right of choice with 
scientific productions of facultymembers of PNU in 
Kerman province doesn't show a positive 
andsignificant correlation among them. Sense of 
autonomy and independencefor teaching and 
investigation can't be effective on 
scientificproductions of faculty members of PNU but 
meaningfulness in job, senseof competence and sense 
of impact can create required motivation forscientific 
and investigational tasks.In PNU, professors teach 
based on educational packages (textbooks),which 
arranged by central organization, this teaching should 
be donein specific time. Limitation in acting and no 
freedom caused 41/9% offaculty members of 
university to have no article or at most have 
2scientific investigational articles.This is very low 
for Higher Education Universities and motivation 
forscientific productions of faculty members should 
be increased bygiving them independence and 
freedom, this is very essential.The results of 
connection between components of sense of impact 
in jobwith scientific productions of faculty members 
of PNU in Kermanprovince show a positive and 
significant correlation.In other words, elements such 
as control in assigned responsibilities,sense of impact 
in university and using ideas of faculty members 
intaking decisions, makes this possibility for them to 
be more activeand have higher motivation in 
scientific productions and pursuescientific acts with 
higher perseverance.Rayan and Typoo (2009) 
announced that self-evaluation is a majorfactor for 
scientific motivation and believe that if professors 
have apositive attitude towards them and reach the 
idea that they can be aneffective person in university 
and transfer their information andknowledge to 
others, they will be able to evaluate themselves 
andperform scientific acts with higher confidence.In 

http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fet.al&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH7Q00x-S2eAz8MubcPQueyvT3lGQ�
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fet.al&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH7Q00x-S2eAz8MubcPQueyvT3lGQ�
http://www.google.com/url?q=http%3A%2F%2Fet.al&sa=D&sntz=1&usg=AFQjCNH7Q00x-S2eAz8MubcPQueyvT3lGQ�
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this regard, Abdollahi and Wire (2007), also 
considerself-evaluation a system which can remove 
weaknesses and improveinvestigational operation of 
professors. Goodare, et al [28], reported 
empowerment as an effective technique for 
increasingproductivity and optimum use of capacities 
and talents.Because when empowerment occurs in an 
organization, employees feelthey are useful for the 
organization, because of this they seek 
newknowledge in field of their talents.Results of 
connection between components of reliance on 
colleagueswith scientific productions of faculty 
members of PNU in Kermanprovince show a positive 
and significant correlation. Assurance ofcooperation 
and exchanging information is effective on 
scientificproductions of faculty members.In PNU, 
reliance among colleagues could increase 
scientificmotivations of them. There is the possibility 
that in PNU, there isenough cooperation among 
colleagues, so that they can exchangeinformation in 
favor of some scientific productions.Also there is the 
possibility that managers can prepare the 
suitableatmosphere for reliance and assurance in 
university, so that facultymembers can perform 
common scientific acts. However, Anderson, et al 
[29], announced that an effective manager in 
universities is aperson who can create investigational 
atmosphere and a good conditionfor growth of 
scientific productions among professors and 
students.SarrafFard [30] and Moshaveran, also in 
their studiesreported that alliance and correlation and 
trust among colleagues arean important component 
for organizational health. This correlation 
andreliance will result in growth, development and 
promotion in job. 
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